IEWC Modernizes Their Disaster Recovery

IEWC provides wire, cable, and wire management products and services to original equipment manufacturers, subassemblers, and contract manufacturers around the globe. For IEWC, downtime is not an option.

The company had a complex disaster recovery (DR) system, and they often experienced errors and maintenance issues. After several unplanned IT disruptions, IEWC looked for solutions that wouldn’t be so cumbersome and complicated.

**Superior to Snapshots**

That’s when they learned about Zerto and determined it would be the best solution for modernizing their DR. Zerto helped IEWC streamline and simplify their DR processes, giving them the ability to rewind to any point in time without disruption.

Now, the team managing Zerto is often the first call to figure out how to fix something, saving the entire IEWC organization precious time. Zerto has become shorthand to mean “fix the issue”: When the IT team needs to restore protected data, they say just “Zerto it.”

Zerto gives IEWC true DVR capability without snapshots. This gives them the journaling functionality without the requirements of a snap, something their prior solutions didn’t allow.

IEWC put Zerto to the test for backup recovery after an unplanned disruption caused corrupted data. Ten minutes after the IT team was called, the database was back up and running, no longer corrupt.

**Simplicity is Key**

Marc Lamanna, IEWC’s senior systems engineer, enjoys the simplicity of Zerto’s DR because he can easily give anyone on his team a simple document on how to fail things over. Additionally, he enjoys the fastest RTOs and RPOs in the industry so he can easily recover sites and applications within seconds.

**Supporting a Move to the Private Cloud**

In the future, IEWC plans to move data to the private cloud to further revolutionize their DR. They trust Zerto to help make the transition seamless while always maintaining a high level of protection.

No matter how protected you may feel, every organization is susceptible to downtime and data loss. Whether the cause be a natural disaster, human error, or a cyberattack, your organization needs to be prepared to recover from a disruption. Download a copy of our DR 101 eBook to learn how you can mitigate the potential costs of downtime to your organization.